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1 Introduction
1.1 Inquiry and Terms of Reference
On 19 June 2017, the Victorian Parliament’s Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
Committee (the Committee) commenced an Inquiry into external oversight of police corruption and
misconduct in Victoria (Inquiry). The Committee defined the Terms of Reference for the Inquiry as
follows:






Examine the current legal system for the oversight of police corruption and misconduct in
Victoria, in particular the role of Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission
(IBAC) and the Victorian Inspectorate
Identify and assess best-practice models for the oversight of police
Identify and review the main challenges to the effective oversight and investigation of
complaints and disclosures about police in Victoria. This will involve an examination of the
legal framework for the oversight of police in Victoria. The review will encompass both the
legal responsibilities of those overseeing police as well as the perspectives and experiences
of complainants, including marginalised Victorians,
Consider best-practice strategies to improve the oversight and investigation of police
corruption and misconduct and how they may be implemented in Victoria.

1.2 Submission overview
This submission includes:





An overview of the Victoria Police integrity, accountability and oversight systems and
functions (Part 2)
Details of the current model, operations and oversight for the Victoria Police response to
complaints, misconduct and corruption (Part 3)
Discussion of models and good practice for police oversight and complaints handling (Part 4)
Information regarding current Victoria Police initiatives to improve complaints handling and
discipline, and to enhance oversight of and accountability for these functions (Part 4).

Victoria Police is of the view that the existing model for securing police accountability and oversight
is fit for purpose, and strikes the right balance between police retaining accountability and
responsibility for addressing poor performance and misconduct by police with the need for effective
and independent oversight of these accountability arrangements. Victoria Police also acknowledges
however that in light of recommendations made by IBAC pertaining to improvements to police
accountability measures and practice, as well as submissions made to this Inquiry, it needs to make
improvements to transparency, accountability, quality assurance and the management of conflicts of
interest. Victoria Police intends to undertake this work in consultation with key stakeholders,
including community advocacy groups.
Victoria Police witnesses attended the Committee’s public hearing on 26 February 2018, to give
evidence in this Inquiry. The Committee provided specific questions to Victoria Police, for response
at the public hearing. Written responses to these questions are included at Appendix A of this
submission.
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1.3 Abbreviations used in this submission
The following abbreviations are used in this submission:
Blue Paper

Victoria Police Blue Paper: A Vision for Victoria Police in 2025

CCP

Chief Commissioner of Police

Charter

Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic)

Committee

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Committee

DAU

Legal Discipline Advisory Unit

DIO

Discipline Inquiry Officer

EHAP

Ethical Health Assessment Process

EPSO

Ethical and Professional Standards Officer

HRD

Human Resources Department

IBAC

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission

IBAC Act

Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 (Vic)

IMP

Integrity Management Program

Inquiry

Inquiry into external oversight of police corruption and misconduct in Victoria

LEAP

Law Enforcement Assistance Program

LMR

Local Management Resolution

MIM

Management Intervention Model

OPI

Office of Police Integrity

OSTT

Operational Safety and Tactical Training

PCD

Priority Communities Division

PCU

Police Conduct Unit

PDA

Professional Development Assessment

PDC

Professional Development Command

PIM

Public Interest Monitor

PONI

Police Ombudsman of Northern Ireland

PRSB

Police Registration and Services Board

PSC

Professional Standards Command

PSO

Protective Services Officer

ROCSID

Records of Complaints and Serious Incidents Database

SPLN

STAND Practice Leaders Network

VEOHRC

Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission

VPLH

Victoria Police Learning Hub

VPMG

Victoria Police Manual Guideline
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2 Victoria Police integrity, accountability and oversight
2.1 Victoria Police: people, service and organisational values
The people of Victoria Police are the face of our policing service to the community, and they are
guided in their professional activities by the organisational values of safety, leadership, integrity,
flexibility, support, respect and professionalism. The organisation is made up of a diverse group of
people with a range of skills and abilities. Police officers, protective service officers (PSO), police
custody officers and public servants perform a wide variety of roles. These include frontline policing,
community engagement, management, administration and specialist functions such as legal services,
accounting and forensic sciences.
The Victoria Police Act 2013 (Vic) provides the regime for the administration and governance of
Victoria Police. The legislation defines the function of Victoria Police, which is to ‘serve the Victorian
community and uphold the law so as to promote a safe, secure and orderly society’,1 including:






Preserving the peace
Protecting life and property
Preventing the commission of offences
Detecting and apprehending offenders
Helping those in need of assistance.2

The Victoria Police organisational values underpin our function and services, and how we interact
with the community. These values are:








Safety
Integrity
Leadership
Flexibility
Respect
Support
Professionalism.3

2.2 Principles of policing: building community confidence
Peelian principles
Sir Robert Peel’s principles of policing have served as the foundation for policing services since the
establishment of the London Metropolitan Police in 1829. Peel’s principles, as relevant today as they
were nearly two hundred years ago, stipulate that the basic mission of police is to prevent crime and
disorder. To fulfil this mission, police are dependent upon the cooperation and consent of the public,
and this in turn relies on the ability of police to secure and maintain public trust and confidence.
Peel’s principles require that police provide a service to all members of society without regard to
1

Victoria Police Act 2013 s 8
Victoria Police Act 2013 s 9(1)
3
Victoria Police, Annual Plan 2017-2018 (2018) 4
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?a=internetBridgingPage&Media_ID=130388>
2
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race or social standing. In these dynamic times of increasing diversity within communities, Peel’s
principles provide a solid foundation to guide modern police organisations. These principles
emphasise an inclusive approach to the provision of a police service, a service that reflects the idea
that the police are the community and the community are the police.4

2.3 Operationalising integrity and accountability at Victoria Police
Victoria Police strategy to support accountability
The Victoria Police Blue Paper5 (Blue Paper) lays out the strategic direction of the organisation, to
guide planning and ensure Victoria Police is able to effectively carry out its functions. The Blue Paper
draws on Peel’s principles that emphasise accountability to the public. Accountability is most
important in circumstances where the police can deprive individuals of their liberty and use force in
order to uphold the law. These levels of accountability require transparency of all aspects of police
performance and conduct, including complaints handling and discipline, which must be ‘reported on
publicly, so that the Victorian community has a full picture of the value provided by Victoria Police’.6
The Victoria Police Capability Plan 2016-2025 establishes what the organisation will do to
operationalise the Blue Paper. Work pursuant to the Capability Plan 2016-2025 will include,
‘continuous vigilance on Victoria police ethical health, through a combination of strategies designed
to reduce misconduct, which also promotes a culture of accepting responsibility for problems, and
learning from them at both the individual and organisational levels.’7

Integrity as a Victoria Police organisational value
Integrity is an inherent characteristic expected of each Victoria Police employee. Through the
Victoria Police Code of Ethics, police officers make a commitment to ‘uphold the right in my role
with Victoria Police by acting impartially, with integrity and by providing service excellence to
everyone’.8 More broadly, as is set out in the Capability Plan 2016-2025, ‘The Organisational Values
support capability planning and underpin our policies, procedures and practices, and how we
interact with the community and each other’, and include, ‘Integrity - act with honesty, respecting
the right of fair process for all, maintain confidentiality and respect for those we deal with,
demonstrate moral strength and courage, and behave with honour and impartiality’.9

4

Home Office, FOI Release: definition of policing by consent (10 December 2012) United Kingdom Government
<https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/policing-by-consent/definition-of-policing-by-consent>
5
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Blue Paper: A Vision for Victoria Police in 2025 (2 June 2014)
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=42063>
6
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Blue Paper: A Vision for Victoria Police in 2025 (2 June 2014) 10
7
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Capability Plan 2016-2025 (3 August 2017) 29
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=48>
8
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Manual – Policy Rules: Professional and ethical standards (5 October 2016) 1
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?a=internetBridgingPage&Media_ID=53208>
9
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Capability Plan 2016-2025 (3 August 2017) 4
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=48>
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The Code of Conduct provides guidance to all Victoria Police employees for implementation of the
Code of Ethics and Organisational Values.10 The Victoria Police Integrity Framework articulates how
integrity is translated into daily practice for the organisation, supervisors and individual employees.
Expectations are set through standards, policy and professional development. Compliance with
these standards is monitored through governance frameworks, and the actions and decisions of
employees is managed and directed by supervisors.

Ethical policing - protecting human rights
The Victorian Charter of Human Rights and Responsibilities Act 2006 (Vic) (Charter) sets out the basic
rights and freedoms of all people in Victoria. The Charter requires that the human rights of all
Victorians be paramount when decisions, policies and laws are made, and services are delivered by
State and local governments, and public bodies. In this regard, as guided by the Charter, the role of
Victoria Police is to protect human rights.
Victoria Police has developed tools to support the identification of human rights impacts (both
positive and negative) for any proposed policy or project. These tools assist to ensure human rights
compliance during the development of organisational policies, including those for operational
activities.
The Charter underpins the Victoria Police Human Rights Equity and Diversity Standards of safety,
integrity, leadership, flexibility, respect, support, professionalism, and ethical decision making.11 The
Victoria Police SELF12 test guides police officers to make sound decisions consistent with these
standards as part of their day to day activities.

Professional development supporting integrity – building leadership capability
The professional development of all police officers plays an important role in promoting integrity
across the organisation, and a key aspect of this is Victoria Police’s attention to building leadership
capability. Various development programs are offered to senior level managers. One example of this
is a new Managers’ Leadership Program which focuses more on self-reflection and behaviour
change. Through ongoing professional development, leaders at all levels are better equipped to set
examples for those they supervise of fair, equitable, humble and confident policing which is
consistent with the Code of Conduct.

10

Victoria Police, Victoria Police Manual – policy Rules: Code of conduct – Professional and ethical standards
(October 2016) <http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?a=internetBridgingPage&Media_ID=53208>
11
Victoria Police, Victoria Police Manual – Policy Rules: Human rights equity and diversity standards, 1-2
12
SELF is an acronym which provides a guide to ethical decision making by posing questions about the
decision: Will the decision withstand Scrutiny? Is the decision Ethical? Is the decision Lawful? Is the decision
Fair? The SELF test is articulated in the Victoria Police Manual – Policy Rules: Professional and ethical standards
(5 October 2016) 3 <http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?a=internetBridgingPage&Media_ID=53208>
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2.4 Victoria Police complaints handling and discipline, and supporting
functions - overview
Complaints handling and discipline: overview
The High Court decision of Morris articulates the purpose of an internal discipline system in a
policing context, and provides broad guidance to Victoria Police for complaints handling and
disciplinary matters:
The effectiveness of the police in protecting the community rests heavily upon the
community's confidence in the integrity of the members of the police force, upon their
assiduous performance of duty and upon the judicious exercise of their powers. Internal
disciplinary authority over members of the police force is a means - the primary and usual
means - of ensuring that individual police officers do not jeopardize public confidence by
their conduct, nor neglect the performance of their police duty, nor abuse their powers. The
purpose of police discipline is the maintenance of public confidence in the police force, of
the self-esteem of police officers and of efficiency. 13
In line with these purposes, Victoria Police seeks to deliver an effective, open and responsive
internal complaints handling and discipline system. The system has been developed to support the
legislative framework within the Victoria Police Act 2013 and is articulated in a series of policy
guidelines, procedures and rules.14 Implementation of the system is led by the Victoria Police
Professional Standards Command (PSC), which is comprised of five specialist divisions staffed by
police officers and public servants. The PSC divisions fulfil a number of key functions including the
taking, classification15 and investigation of complaints,16 education and training and development of
policy regarding ethical issues and challenges17 and the provision of support services to
investigators.18
The operation of the Victoria Police complaints handling and discipline system is set out in detail at
Part 3 of this submission.

13

Police Service Board v Russell John Morris and Robert Colin Martin [1985] HCA 9
All Victoria Police policy is contained in the Victoria Police Manual available to all employees via the Victoria
Police intranet, and also available to the public: see
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=30299>. Policies include the VPMP Complaints and
Discipline. Policy Guidelines (VPMG) include: VPMG Complaint management and investigations, VPMG
Management intervention and local management resolution, VPMG Management of misconduct (VPS
employees), VPMG Integrity testing, VPMG Discipline action, VPMG Admonishment notices, VPMG
Management and complaint investigation files, VPMG Offences by or service of process on police employees,
and VPMG Protected disclosures.
15
Conduct and Professional Standards Division, PSC
16
Investigations Division, PSC
17
Intelligence, Innovation and Risk Division, PSC
18
Support Services Division and Forensic Investigations Division, PSC
14
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2.5 Monitoring Victoria Police practice
Victoria Police practice is monitored, investigated and reported on through the functions of a
number of public organisations, bodies and individuals. These functions ensure that various aspects
of police practice are fair, lawful and accountable. These organisations include:19









Independent Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission (IBAC)
Police Registration and Services Board (PRSB)20
Coroners Court of Victoria21
Public Interest Monitor (PIM)22
Victorian Equal Opportunity and Human Rights Commission (VEOHRC)23
Victorian Ombudsman24
Victorian Auditor General’s Office25
Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner.26

19

This is not an exhaustive list.
The PRSB is an independent statutory body established under the Victoria Police Act 2013. The PRSB
administers the registration process to register former Victoria Police officers on the Police Profession Register
after assessing for eligibility requirements, maintains the register, and advises the CCP on proposed police
officer appointments. The PRSB also hears and determines appeals related to promotion and selection
decisions within Victoria Police, and conducts reviews of other decisions (including discipline related dismissals
and sanctions such as demotions and fines). As well, the PRSB advises the CCP on competency standards,
practice standards, educational courses and supervision training arrangements, to support and promote
continuing education and professional development for police officers, protective services officers and police
reservists. For details, see PRSB <https://www.prsb.vic.gov.au/>
21
The Coroners Court of Victoria is a specialist court established to investigate certain types of deaths and fires.
Throughout each coronial process, the actions and procedures of Victoria Police are often scrutinised and
where appropriate recommendations are made by the coroner for changes to practice and procedure. For
details, see Coroners Court of Victoria <http://www.coronerscourt.vic.gov.au/>
22
The Public Interest Monitor Act 2011 (Vic) established the office of the PIM. The mission of the PIM is to
provide greater accountability in the collection of evidence from warrants and other orders. Victoria Police is a
law enforcement agency required to notify the PIM of a relevant application which will then be subject to PIM
oversight. For details, see Department of Premier and Cabinet, Our agencies, (2017)
<https://www.dpc.vic.gov.au/index.php/about/agencies>
23
VEOHRC is an independent statutory body whose functions include conducting investigations to identify and
eliminate systemic discrimination and undertaking voluntary reviews of programs and practices to help people
and organisations comply with the law. In 2015, Victoria Police approached the Commission to undertake an
independent review to examine sex discrimination and sexual harassment, including predatory behaviour, in
Victoria Police, as well as the impact the workplace culture of Victoria Police has on women. The Commission
made 20 recommendations, all of which were accepted by Victoria Police. The Commission are now working
with the organisation to implement these recommendations. For details see VEOHRC, Independent review into
sex discrimination and sexual harassment, including predatory behaviour in Victoria Police
<http://www.humanrightscommission.vic.gov.au/index.php/component/k2/item/1056-independent-reviewinto-sex-discrimination-and-sexual-harassment-including-predatory-behaviour-in-victoria-police>
24
The Victorian Ombudsman investigates complaints about the administrative actions and decisions taken by
government departments and agencies and about the conduct or behaviour of their staff. For details, see
Victorian Ombudsman <https://www.ombudsman.vic.gov.au/>
25
The Victorian Auditor-General’s Office provides assurance to Parliament and the Victorian community about
how effectively public sector agencies are providing services and using public money. During 2017 the AuditorGeneral has examined Victoria Police in areas such as implementation of local priority policing, effective
deployment of staff and planning to develop a capable workforce. For details, see Victorian Auditor-General’s
Office, Reports and resources (2018) <https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/search/reports?f[]=status:completed>
26
The Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner administers regulation regarding information privacy,
protective data security and law enforcement data. One of the key functions of the Commissioner with regard
20
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Other than IBAC, the functions of these oversight bodies are not the focus of this submission.
However where their functions and actions have or will directly impact the Victoria Police complaints
handling and discipline system in a manner that supports oversight and accountability, this is
addressed further in this submission.

2.6 IBAC oversight of Victoria Police complaints and misconduct
Victoria Police’s accountability to the community is supported by the independent oversight of our
complaints handling and discipline functions. IBAC is the Victorian anti-corruption organisation
whose purpose is to ‘prevent and expose public sector corruption and police misconduct’ including
the strategic goal of ‘investigating and exposing corrupt conduct and police misconduct’. 27 IBAC:




Receives complaints and notifications of public sector corruption and police misconduct
Investigates and exposes corruption and police misconduct
Informs the public sector and community about the risks and impacts of corruption and
police misconduct, and ways it can be prevented.28

This oversight model can best be described as police investigating police subject to independent
oversight.29 This model draws on the advantages of police investigating misconduct matters
including criminal offending, but also responds to community concerns about police investigating
themselves. Moreover, this model allows IBAC to focus its resources on the most problematic
behaviours of police employees. The strength of this hybrid model resides in its ability to facilitate
public accountability, whilst enabling the Chief Commissioner of Police (CCP) to, as far as it possible,
fulfil his statutory responsibility to manage and be accountable for the professional standards of
police employees and ongoing maintenance of police integrity.
IBAC’s oversight functions are discussed further in Part 3 of this submission. The Victorian oversight
model and IBAC’s oversight role is considered in Part 4.

to protective data security and law enforcement data security is to conduct monitoring and assurance
activities to assess compliance with these standards. For details, please see Office of the Victorian Information
Commissioner <https://www.ovic.vic.gov.au/>
27
IBAC, About us, (2017) <http://www.ibac.vic.gov.au/about-us>
28
Ibid
29
Murphy, Dr Christopher and McKenna, Paul, Police investigating police: A critical analysis of the literature
Civilian Review and complaints Commission of the RCMP (25 May 2014) 19-20 <https://www.crccccetp.gc.ca/en/police-investigating-police-critical-analysis-literature>
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3 Victoria Police complaints handling and discipline current system, operations and oversight
3.1 Victoria Police complaints handling and discipline system: purpose and
need for continuous improvement
Victoria Police officers must serve the community in a fair, ethical and transparent way. This is a
fundamental requirement of any law enforcement officer and it is the responsibility of the policing
organisation to ensure that officers uphold these standards.
Policing can be a challenging profession where mistakes can be made, motivations can be misplaced
and sometimes crimes committed. As an organisation that sets ethical and behavioural standards for
its employees, Victoria Police must in turn assume a primary role in responding to transgressions, in
order to address shortcomings in service delivery, correct behaviour, and remove those who are not
suitable to be police officers or PSOs. The complaints and discipline system is one important way
that Victoria Police is able to take responsibility for police conduct. In doing so, Victoria Police takes
responsibility for the organisation’s culture and ongoing ethical health, and accountability to the
community. This system also provides an opportunity for the organisation to listen to the voice of
the community it serves, which ensures the organisation is held to account for the manner in which
policing services are provided.
Set out below is Victoria Police’s current system and operations for complaints handling and
discipline.
This current system has been developed over many years and is based on a legislative framework
that has remained unchanged since the 1950s. Victoria Police has made adjustments to policy and
corresponding processes over time, seeking to maintain currency with modern complaints handing,
disciplinary and employment practices, within this static legislative framework. This has resulted in a
system that Victoria Police acknowledges is overly complex, burdensome, and lacking in
transparency and accountability.
Victoria Police acknowledges at the outset that the current system is not sufficient and requires
significant improvement. The complaints handling, discipline and performance management systems
of Victoria Police have been the subject of many internal and external reviews over the past decade.
All of these reports, reviews and audits reiterate common themes of unnecessary formality and
legalistic processes, concerns of bias, a lack of attention to complainants’ needs, excessive
timeframes, poor communication, complexity and inadequate data management. Victoria Police
accepts these findings, and is seeking to implement change to achieve good practice, as is set out in
Part 4 of this submission.

3.2 Current complaints handling and discipline processes - overview
Diagram 1 below provides a process map of the current Victoria Police complaints handling and
discipline system, for complaints made about Victoria Police employees. Complaints are addressed
via a number of pathways, depending on the assessed seriousness of the behaviour alleged.
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Diagram 1: Process for complaints against police - information for complainants
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3.3 Making and lodging a complaint about police
Complaints made by members of the public
Any person can make a complaint about any Victoria Police employee to either Victoria Police or
IBAC.30 The Victoria Police website31 provides a range of material and links to assist any community
member to make a complaint or a protected disclosure.32 A range of documents are available to
assist, including:





Complaint process map (Diagram 1)
Making a complaint against police33
Victoria Police – Guideline for making handling and investigating protected disclosures34
Complaint form.35

The Making a complaint against police brochure is available in a number of languages commonly
used in Victoria - Arabic, Bosnian, Cantonese, Croatian, Dari, Dinka, Farsi, Greek, Hindi, Indonesian,
Italian, Malay, Mandarin, Polish, Punjabi, Russian, Somali, Spanish, Turkish and Vietnamese.
Assistance is available from Victoria Police to support people with hearing and speech impairments
to make a complaint.
A complaint can be made on line. Links are provided from the Victoria Police webpage to IBAC.36
All complaints received by Victoria Police employees will be recorded on a Victoria Police
Complaint/Incident/Issue Form, prompting the author to seek relevant details from the complainant.

Complaints made by Victoria Police employees
In additional to the avenues of complaint detailed above, police officers and PSOs are obliged under
s 167(3) Victoria Police Act 2013 to report to a more senior member or IBAC, instances of
misconduct by another police officer or PSO. A complaint of this nature is considered to be a
protected disclosure made under the Protected Disclosure Act 2012.

30

s 167 Victoria Police Act 2013
Victoria Police, Compliments and Complaints (23 February 2017) Victoria Police
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=11933>
32
See section 3.5 of this submission, Assessment and classification of complaints and management of
protected disclosures.
33
Victoria Police, Compliments and Complaints (23 February 2017) Victoria Police
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=11933>
34
Victoria Police, Victoria Police – Guideline for making handling and investigating protected disclosures (9
April 2018) Victoria Police
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?a=internetBridgingPage&Media_ID=96230>
35
Victoria Police, Compliment and Complaint Form, (2018)
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=11933#05%20Developing%20Our%20Business>
36
Victoria Police, Compliments and Complaints (23 February 2017) Victoria Police
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=11933>
31
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Mandatory reporting of police incidents
There are circumstances in which the reporting of police incidents to PSC is mandatory, whether a
complaint is made or not: 37














Matters involving discharge of a firearm by police
A death, serious injury or admission to hospital of a person in police custody or custody
related police operations
A death of a current employee where it is a reportable death under s 4(2)(a), (c), (d), or (e)
Coroners Act 2008
An attempted suicide by a person in police custody or custody related police operations
An escape from lawful custody
A report of rape or other sexual assault in which a Victoria Police employee, either on or off
duty, is alleged to be involved as the suspect or offender
A serious vehicle collision involving a Victoria Police employee, on or off duty (including
those which are the result of a police pursuit or where any person is conveyed to a hospital)
which may result in questioning or criticism of Victoria Police policies, procedures or
practices
A complaint or incident involving a prisoner subject to extradition proceedings
A complaint involving police attendance at demonstrations
A complaint or incident involving a breach of an intervention order by a Victoria Police
employee
Any other serious matters involving an employee, either on or off duty which may involve
criminality or corruption, or result in questioning or criticism of Victoria Police policies,
procedures or practices
Any other recent police contact on duty where after such contact a person is seriously
injured or dies.

3.4 Receiving complaints
One of the roles of a police supervisor is to ensure all police officers under his or her supervision
maintain professional and ethical standards. This includes the early identification of poor behaviour
and decisive action to address the concerns of a complainant, which incorporates effective action
following receipt of a complaint against police.

At the police station or workplace - actions to be taken by officer receiving a complaint
about police
All Victoria Police employees receiving complaints, whether written or verbal, about the actions,
negligence or misconduct of another employee must advise a supervisor before deciding whether
the matter can be resolved informally, or alternatively recorded as a formal complaint.38

37
38

Victoria Police, Victoria Police Manual - Policy Rules: Complaints and Discipline, 6
Ibid, 3
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Supervisor’s responsibilities
When notified of a complaint by the receiving police officer, the supervisor must make an
assessment of the complaint and determine, through consultation with the complainant, whether
the matter can be resolved informally. Matters that may be resolved informally include those which
involve a lack of understanding on the part of the complainant about legislation, policy or practice.
For example a person may complain that she saw a police car travelling through a red traffic light
with the police lights and siren on: it will be explained to this complainant that pursuant to s 305
Road Safety Road Rules 2009 (Vic) certain provisions of the road rules do not apply to the driver of a
police vehicle in some circumstances.
In all other matters the supervisor must ensure:







The complainant’s name and address are recorded
The preservation of any evidence
The complainant is informed that the matter will be referred to PSC
The complainant is advised that they may also report the matter to IBAC
All action taken is recorded and his or her supervisor is notified
That before the end of the shift, a Victoria Police Complaint/Incident/Issue Form is
completed and submitted to the:
o Supervisor
o Police Conduct Unit (PCU) of PSC together with any statements and other relevant
documents.
o Relevant Ethical and Professional Standards Officer (EPSO).39

Actions by members of the Police Conduct Unit
The PCU is part of PSC and receives complaints and compliments about Victoria Police employees via
telephone calls, emails and traditional mail. In circumstances where the complaint is made to the
PCU by telephone, the complainant will be asked for details about the conduct they are reporting.
After consultation with the complainant, in some circumstances the PCU member may be satisfied
the matter can be finalised informally without any further police action. Otherwise, the complaint is
formally lodged by the PCU.

Role of IBAC when receiving complaints
IBAC is able to receive complaints about Victoria Police employees pursuant to s 52 Independent
Broad-based Anti-corruption Commission Act 2011 (IBAC Act).
IBAC determines for itself if it will investigate or otherwise refer a complaint to Victoria Police.40 IBAC
does at times consult with the Assistant Commissioner, PSC or the Superintendents of PSC’s Conduct
and Professional Standards Division or Investigations Division, regarding who will be responsible for
certain complaints. Complaints are formally referred by way of letter from IBAC to PSC. IBAC also
provides to Victoria Police information and evidence to enable the progress of complaint inquiries or
investigations.

39

EPSOs are inspectors attached to PSC who are located within each of the police Regions. EPSOs provide
services including advice regarding the investigation of allegations of misconduct, and assistance in the
delivery and evaluation of ethics and professional standards training to Victoria Police employees.
40
s 58 IBAC Act
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Victoria Police acknowledges that there are occasions where IBAC will forward complaints to Victoria
Police for attention in circumstances where the complainant specifically requests that this not
happen, but notes that IBAC is responsible for all decisions for the referral of complaints to Victoria
Police for investigation.

3.5 Assessment and classification of complaints and management of
protected disclosures
Complaint triage and administration
All complaints about police that are not resolved in the first instance are subject to triage, a process
conducted by the PCU. Considerations during triage include urgency of the response required,
wellbeing of the victim, security of evidence, strength of evidence supporting the complaint, and
need to contact the complainant for further information.
Following triage, all complaint matters are recorded on the Victoria Police Records of Complaints
and Serious Incidents Database (ROCSID).

Complaint classification
The purpose of classifying each complaint is to assist in decision-making regarding allocation and
response. Once a complaint is entered on ROCSID, it will be further assessed by members of the PCU
and given a classification based on the available information and evidence. There are currently
eleven possible classifications which are documented on a classification matrix (see Appendix G).
Classifications are not rigid or fixed: if during the investigation or management of a complaint it is
determined that the classification is no longer appropriate, application can be made to PCU for this
to be changed.
Once the classification is determined and entered in ROCSID, this triggers an automated email
notification to IBAC about the complaint.

Assessment for protected disclosure files at point of classification
For a complaint to be considered a protected disclosure complaint it must be made in the proper
way and to the proper person.41 A protected disclosure can be made by any person about the
conduct of any employee.42 A protected disclosure can also be made by a police officer or PSO about
the misconduct of another police officer or PSO.43
At the time of classifying a complaint, the relevant member of the PCU will consider whether the
matter may be a protected disclosure. If the PCU member requires assistance with this task, they will
notify the Victoria Police Protected Disclosure Coordinator, located within PSC, who will assess the
complaint and any supporting documentation to determine if it meets the legislative criteria.
Guidelines provided by IBAC assist the Protected Disclosure Coordinator with this assessment, whilst
advice will also be obtained from the Victorian Government Solicitor’s Office when necessary. To
ensure complaints that should be deemed protected disclosures are not missed, the Protected

41

s 18 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic) or s 167(3) and s 168 Victoria Police Act 2013
s 9 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic)
43
s 167(3) Victoria Police Act 2013
42
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Disclosure Coordinator will also receive for review the automatically generated notifications at the
time of complaint classifications.
If the complaint meets all the criteria and therefore qualifies as a protected disclosure, the Protected
Disclosure Coordinator will write to IBAC44 with details of the complaint and all relevant
information.45 Contact is also made with the Internal Witness Support Unit of Victoria Police. The Coordinator will secure the complaint on ROCSID ensuring limited access, noting the matter has been
referred to IBAC and that confidentiality provisions apply.46
On receipt of the complaint, IBAC must determine whether it is a protected disclosure complaint 47
and whether they are to investigate, refer or dismiss the complaint.48 IBAC must notify Victoria
Police of their determination49 and if the matter is to be referred to Victoria Police for
investigation.50 These notifications are made in writing to the CCP, via the Superintendent, Conduct
and Professional Standards Division, PSC. The notifications are referred to the Protected Disclosure
Coordinator for recording, and the notification is then attached to the relevant complaint file. A
notification of the determination by IBAC is also added to ROCSID.

3.6 Complaints allocated for early resolution
Category 1 files - LMR and MIM
Two complaint classifications that are regularly applied are C2-4 - Local Management Resolution
(LMR) and C2-5 - Management Intervention Model (MIM). Complaints in these classifications are
dealt with by local police managers who quickly address the concerns of complainants regarding
police conduct, and intervene early to correct poor performance.

Local Management Resolution
LMR is a process that can be engaged for resolution of straight-forward public (external)
communication and customer service complaints. The LMR process has been established to promote
and encourage a flexible approach to resolving communication and customer service complaints,
and facilitate their expedient resolution.
For LMR matters, a hard copy file is retained and managed by PSC. All documents are scanned and
uploaded onto ROCSID. The scanned file and LMR guidance documents are then forwarded for
action to the subject officer’s manager via Victoria Police internal email system.

Management Intervention Model
The MIM is a process that can be applied to the resolution of communication and customer service
complaints and identified poor performance. This model should be viewed as an options framework
supplying an array of formal action, performance management and/or other statutory or resolution

44

s 21 or 22 IBAC Act
s 23 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic)
46
Part 7 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic)
47
s 26 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic)
48
s 58 IBAC Act
49
s 26 and s 27 Protected Disclosure Act 2012 (Vic)
50
Division 4, Part 3 IBAC Act and s 175 Victoria Police Act 2013
45
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techniques. The process involves active intervention by managers as they liaise with a complainant
and the subject officer, to identify shortfalls and ensure remedial action is undertaken.
For MIM matters, a hard copy file is retained and managed by PSC. All documents concerning the
complaint are scanned and uploaded onto Interpose (for investigations management – see below at
section 3.7), and a ROCSID entry is also made. An electronic Interpose file link along with guidance
documents is forwarded via email to the relevant EPSO, who will review again the appropriateness
of the MIM classification, and then forward the file to the relevant superintendent for allocation of a
file manager, who will facilitate the MIM process.

Objectives of MIM and LMR
Both MIM and LMR are governed by strict timeframes ensuring complaints are addressed in a timely
manner and management interventions are targeted to correct poor performance. PSC introduced
LMR specifically to capture lower level customer service complaints that were previously dealt with
informally and not recorded on Victoria Police systems. Previously, these matters were not being
captured by Victoria Police information and intelligence systems. The management of these less
serious matters at a local level enables Victoria Police to oversee and contribute to the development
of an ethical and professional police culture. This helps the organisation build capability across
operational policing and ensures that local managers are held to account for the ongoing leadership
and professionalism of those they supervise.

3.7 Police misconduct matters allocated for investigation
Category 2 and 4 files - Investigations
Complaints or other matters classified into Category 2 or 4 may be allocated for investigation or
management in a Region or Command, or at PSC. These allocation decisions are guided by policies
that address risk assessment, capability and resourcing.
If a complaint is to be investigated in a Region or Command, the file is referred to the relevant EPSO
by providing to them an electronic link to the file on Interpose. The EPSO will work with local
managers to identify an independent investigator who is qualified to undertake the investigation. If
it is more appropriate for a police officer within PSC to manage the complaint, a hard copy file is
provided to the Superintendent, Investigations PSC who allocates the investigation to a PSC
investigator.

Training investigators - Integrity Management Program
The Integrity Management Program (IMP) is a training course designed to enhance the capacity of
police officers who will be investigating complaints against Victoria Police employees. IMP training is
delivered by PSC staff to police officers of or above the rank of sergeant. Successful completion of
the program qualifies participants to exercise powers under s 171 Victoria Police Act 2013 - to direct
a police officer or PSO to give any relevant information, produce any relevant document or answer
any relevant question. Those completing the course also gain skills in identifying policing integrity
hazards and managing and controlling those risks. In this regard the program facilitates local
ownership of integrity issues, and assists frontline managers to implement early strategies to
prevent performance issues developing into misconduct. PSC is working with Regions and
Commands to grow the cadre of IMP-qualified investigators, and therefore capability across the
organisation.
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Powers of investigators
Part 7 of the Victoria Police Act 2013 governs the investigation of police misconduct and includes the
following enabling powers which assist investigating police to carry out their duties:


Power to require answers: For the purposes of an investigation into a complaint (including a
protected disclosure complaint) concerning a possible breach of discipline, the investigating
officer may direct any police officer or PSO to give or produce any relevant information or
document, or answer any relevant question. If a police officer fails to comply with this
direction to require answers, he or she commits a discipline offence.51



Power to suspend police officers for a discipline offence: If the Assistant Commissioner PSC
reasonably believes, following information provided by investigators that a police officer or
PSO may have committed a breach of discipline, the Assistant Commissioner PSC may
transfer the police officer or PSO to other duties, direct the officer to take any leave which
has accrued to him or her, or suspend the officer with pay. If after 90 days the subject officer
has not been charged with a discipline offence the transfer, direction or suspension must be
withdrawn.52



Power to charge police officers for discipline offences: A police officer or PSO may be
charged with a breach of discipline if the Assistant Commissioner PSC reasonably believes
that officer has committed a breach of discipline. On charging an officer with a breach of
discipline the Assistant Commissioner PSC may transfer the officer, direct the officer to take
any leave, or suspend the officer with or without pay.53



Power to suspend police officers for criminal offences: If the Assistant Commissioner PSC
reasonably believes that a police officer or PSO has committed a criminal offence punishable
by imprisonment, at any time during that investigation they may transfer the officer, direct
the officer to take any leave, or suspend the officer with pay.54



Power to charge police officers with criminal offences: If a police officer or PSO has been
charged under the criminal law with an offence punishable by imprisonment (whether in
Victoria or elsewhere) the Assistant Commissioner PSC may transfer the officer, direct the
officer to take any leave, or suspend the officer with or without pay.55

51

s 171 and 176 Victoria Police Act 2013
s 126 Victoria Police Act 2013
53
s 127(4) Victoria Police Act 2013
54
s 135(1) Victoria Police Act 2013
55
s 135(2) Victoria Police Act 2013
52
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Interpose
Interpose is the Victoria Police IT application for investigations and management. It provides a
mechanism for investigators, intelligence practitioners and specialist support members (such as
those providing forensic services) to collect, store, analyse and disseminate investigation
information. Interpose is supported by a robust security framework.
The use of Interpose for complaint investigations and enquiries has resulted in improvements in
efficiency and effectiveness. The electronic file can be securely allocated, and it is readily available
and accessible by divisional managers and EPSOs to support administration and governance. PSC and
divisional managers can maintain constant and consistent focus on complaint file completion with
the Interpose system providing alerts to prompt them to review and track file progress.

3.8 Managing conflicts of interest
Managing conflicts of interest and potential for bias is essential in any system where police
investigate police. As a consequence, Victoria Police is particularly concerned to address this issue
for all complaint matters.
Before any investigation commences, the allocated investigator is required to complete a Conflict of
Interest Disclosure – Investigation Form. The principles which are then invoked for the allocation of
complaint files are that the investigator must:





Not be from the same work area as the subject employee
Not be a line manager of the subject employee
Not have an existing association with the subject employee, such as a friendship,
relationship or former common workplace
Have attended the IMP training course.

An investigator who has conducted a previous investigation into the subject employee is not
automatically precluded from conducting another investigation into that same person. Where there
is an investigation of alleged misconduct by a VPS employee, the investigator must be a
representative from Workplace Standards, Human Resource Department.
Where there is a potential conflict, the EPSO will determine the investigator’s suitability, and to
ensure that an appropriate risk assessment is undertaken and any necessary mitigation strategies
are put in place.
For those matters to be dealt with through LMR and MIM dispute resolution processes, an EPSO will
assess the Conflict of Interest Disclosure – Investigation Form prior to the commencement of any
investigation or attempt at resolution, to ensure objectivity and fairness in circumstances where
local managers must resolve matters in consultation with all parties.
A number of concerns have been raised in recent years by IBAC and community stakeholders about
the management of conflict of interest in regional complaint investigations. In response to these
concerns, Victoria Police has made a number of significant changes to processes. For example in
December 2017, the former conflict of interest form was replaced with one based on that used by
the New South Wales Police, at the suggestion of IBAC. EPSOs have since been ensuring that these
forms are completed before the commencement of any investigation. EPSOs are also undertaking an
audit of all active regional complaint investigations to check that every file has a current and
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completed Conflict of Interest Disclosure – Investigation Form on file and that there is evidence that
the form has been considered by a relevant supervisor. They will ensure that where conflict has
been identified, the file has been reallocated. Assistant Commissioners and Department heads will
also be leading discussions with their leadership teams in relation to the importance of their
managers paying particular attention to addressing the risk of conflict of interest in regional
complaint investigations. Victoria Police is confident that the risk of conflict of interest is now being
better managed in regional complaint investigations, particularly in rural areas where these issues
have been specifically highlighted.

3.9 Victoria Police advice and assistance to complainants
A person making a complaint about police conduct is regarded by Victoria Police as a victim pursuant
to the Victims’ Charter Act 2006 (Vic). The Victoria Police Manual Guidelines (VPMG) – Complaint
management and investigations, provides guidance and advice regarding the application of the
Victims’ Charter Act 2006 to police officers investigating any complaint against police, including for
MIM and LMR processes:
It is a requirement of the Victim’s Charter Act that complainants and members of the public
who are directly involved in an incident are:







Given clear, timely and consistent information about their rights and entitlements
Referred to victim or legal support services
Treated with courtesy, respect and dignity
Informed of the progress of the investigation, unless the disclosure may jeopardise the
investigation or the person requests not to be informed
Informed of any key stages in the investigation such as the charging of an offender, bail
proceedings, outcomes of any court proceedings, appeals or discipline proceedings
Informed in writing of the results and the action taken or proposed to be taken at the
completion of the investigation.56

3.10 Complaint determinations
Determinations for category 1 matters - MIM and LMR
The determinations available for both MIM and LMR files are:



56

Resolved – Where the complainant is satisfied with the response of Victoria Police to the
complaint
Not resolved – Where the complainant is not satisfied with the response of Victoria Police to
the complaint.

Victoria Police, VPMG – Complaint management and investigations, 9
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Determinations for Category 2 matters- investigations
At the completion of a complaint investigation, the investigating officer must assess the evidence
and recommend a suitable determination for each of the allegations from the following options:











Substantiated – the allegation is found to be true
Lesser deficiency – a matter is uncovered during an investigation that does not form part of
the complaint made but requires remedial action
Unable to determine - the available evidence does not permit the investigating officer to
establish whether the alleged behaviour did or did not occur
Not substantiated - the weight of available evidence does not support the account of events
as described by the complainant
Unfounded - the available evidence establishes that there are no grounds for the complaint
Exonerated - the evidence establishes that a particular police employee is not involved in
the alleged behaviour, or is otherwise free from blame
False report - there is sufficient evidence to demonstrate that the complainant has made a
false report to police
No complaint – the behaviour complained of is subsequently found to be an action
sanctioned by law, or a complaint lodged by a third party is denied by the alleged victim
Not proceeded with - the complaint is not progressed due to the complainant not being
willing to provide further information, or there is some other reason for being unable to
proceed
Withdrawn – the complainant has made a written request that the investigation cease.

3.11 Complaint outcomes
Category 1 – LMR and MIM outcomes
At the completion of an LMR process, the investigator will make a determination. The determination
will be considered by and receive final approval from the relevant officer-in-charge. The investigator
will then forward a final letter to the complainant outlining the conclusions they have reached and
how these have been determined, and any action taken. One action may be to make an entry on the
subject officer’s Professional Development Assessment (PDA) record regarding the identified
performance issue and professional development required to address this. Following review by the
relevant EPSO and local manager, the file will then be returned to PSC for final quality assessment
and data entry on ROCSID. (Victoria Police notes that this process is currently under review, given
quality assessment needs to be undertaken before outcomes are finally determined and advised to
the complainant.)
At the completion of a MIM process, the investigator submits a report to his or her supervisor and
the relevant EPSO, which includes his or her determination and recommendations regarding an
outcome. Recommendations to address any performance issues might include further training for
the subject officer regarding an identified failure in practice or behaviour. Once approval is granted,
the file is returned to the investigator for the implementation of the recommendations. A letter is
sent to the complainant explaining the outcome and actions taken regarding his or her complaint.
On completion, the file will be returned to PSC to undergo the same finalisation process as for LMR
matters.
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Category 2 – investigation outcomes
For investigations, along with providing a determination, an investigating officer must also make a
recommendation for a corresponding suitable outcome. For Category 2 matters, a recommended
outcome may be any one or more of the following:







Criminal charges
Disciplinary charges
Admonishment
Workplace guidance
Consideration of Victoria Police policy change
No action.

The recommendations made by the investigator will form part of a Final Report. The Final Report will
also include a summary of the complaint and allegations, a summary of the investigation and
analysis of the evidence, the determinations made, and information on any peripheral issues
identified which require further investigation or attention (such as an identified need for policy
change). The Final Report is attached to the investigation file and forwarded through the chain of
command for a final decision to be made on action required.

3.12 Criminal charges against a police officer
The Assistant Commissioner PSC has delegated authority to authorise criminal charges against a
police officer.57

3.13 Disciplinary action against a police officer
Victoria Police discipline inquiry process
The discipline inquiry process is governed by Part 7 of the Victoria Police Act 2013.
An inquiry into a discipline charge against any police officer or PSO is conducted by a Discipline
Inquiry Officer (DIO),58 who is a police officer at or above the rank of Acting Commander. The Deputy
Commissioner, Capability, in keeping with the requirements of the Victoria Police Act 2013, appoints
officers as DIOs to inquire into the truth or otherwise of a discipline charge.
Disciplinary proceedings must be conducted with as little formality as possible.59 The police officer
conducting the inquiry is not bound by the rules of evidence60 however is bound by the rules of
natural justice.61

57

Victoria Police, VPMG – Complaint management and investigations, 24
s 131(3)(a) Victoria Police Act 2013
59
s 131(3)(b) Victoria Police Act 2013
60
s 131(3)(c) Victoria Police Act 2013
61
s 131(3)(d) Victoria Police Act 2013
58
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When making decisions about appropriate outcomes, factors taken into account by the DIO will
include:










The purpose of the discipline system as detailed in Morris’ case
The strength of the evidence
Admissions made, and the subject officer’s recognition of wrongdoing and remorse
The type of misconduct - for example sexual misconduct causing harm in the workplace,
criminal conduct found proven, driving under the influence of a drug or alcohol, lying, or
secondary employment without approval – and issues of parity
Harm caused to the victim by the conduct and the victim’s expectations as to the outcome
The impact on the subject officer’s workplace
The subject officer’s policing experience, complaint and performance history, and training
Restorative justice options and
Recommendations made by the investigator.

Possible outcomes from the disciplinary process are:









Reprimand
Adjournment of the inquiry on the condition that the relevant officer be of good behaviour
for a period not exceeding 12 months, or any other condition specified
Fine
Limited opportunities for transfer or promotion for a period not exceeding two years
Reduction in rank or seniority
Reduction in remuneration
Transfer to other duties
Dismissal.

An external report on disciplinary outcomes is provided annually in the Victoria Police annual
report.62

Legal Discipline Advisory Unit
The Legal Discipline Advisory Unit (DAU) provides impartial, objective and expert advice to facilitate
the Victoria Police discipline process, on matters including:









Misconduct investigations
Sufficiency of evidence in discipline matters
Burden of proof in civil and criminal investigations
Decision making and recommendations for proposed discipline, admonishment, workplace
guidance or no action outcomes
Natural justice principles and their application in misconduct investigations
Employment and administrative law
Use and application of coercive interview powers
Assessment of risks arising from investigations.

62

For the latest report, see Victoria Police, Victoria Police Annual Report 2016-2017, 73
<http://www.police.vic.gov.au/content.asp?Document_ID=49>
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The DAU is part of Victoria Police’s Legal Services Department and is constituted by a team of senior,
highly-experienced prosecutors. A number of DAU members are also qualified lawyers. In addition to
the skills and experience within the DAU, assistance is often sought from lawyers from the
Employment Law Unit, Legal Services Department, who are expert in the administration of
employment law, most particularly in a policing context.
The DAU assists in the administration of discipline inquiries including through:







Assessment of discipline files and identification of suitable charges
Preparation of discipline charges
Facilitating the approval or otherwise of discipline charge by Assistant Commissioner PSC
Facilitating the allocation of DIOs by Deputy Commissioner, Capability
Providing assistance to DIOs during an inquiry
Liaising with discipline advocates from the Victoria Police Association.

A further important part of the DAU role is representation of the CCP at the PRSB following
applications for review of decisions by DIOs. This role includes the preparation of submissions and
advocacy at the PRSB.

Enhancing the DIO function
The discipline inquiry process and associated practices that have developed over time have come
under the scrutiny of external reviews. Whilst these reviews have considered the entire discipline
process (not just the DIO role), a number of themes relevant to DIO functions have been identified.
For example, in the Office of Police Integrity’s (OPI) 2007 report, A Fair and Effective Victoria Police
Discipline System concerns were raised regarding delays in conducting discipline processes,63 lack of
clarity on the standard of proof applied.64 Victoria Police has identified that the DIO inquiry process
can be overly legalistic and unnecessarily formal, with these practices resulting in delay and
complexity.
In March 2017, a review was undertaken of the DIO role and functions, which identified the need for
improvements. The review recommendations included that:




DIO selection criteria should include appropriate administrative law and employment law
experience (with police experience not being a mandatory prerequisite)
DIOs undertake professional development on how to achieve a victim focus for inquiries,
with reference to the VEOHRC Report
DIOs should sit separately from the DAU and PSC.

At the time of this submission, recruitment of two legally-qualified Victoria Police DIOs is underway,
and action on modernisation and improvement of the discipline inquiry process is progressing.

63
64

OPI, A Fair and Effective Victoria Police Discipline System, 2007, 34
Ibid, 36
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3.14 Complaint handling and discipline quality assurance
At the conclusion of a complaint process, a matter that has been investigated in a Region or
Command is reviewed by the relevant EPSO, who will check to see that all appropriate inquires have
been made and the relevant documentation completed.
The EPSO will then forward the file to the PCU for final quality assurance assessment. The PCU is
responsible for conducting a formal Quality Assurance Final Check, once a matter is submitted as
completed. PCU will interrogate the file to ensure compliance with all documentation requirements,
and confirms that the ROCSID database contains information that accurately reflects outcomes.
If it is deemed necessary, the file will be sent back to the investigator via management and/or the
relevant EPSO for follow up, rectification or clarification.

3.15 PSC oversight of serious incidents (Category 3 classifications)
In addition to the management and investigation of complaints, PSC is responsible for the oversight
of serious incidents investigations. This role involves PSC engaging in the independent examination
of investigations conducted by Victoria Police into serious and critical incidents such as deaths
following contact with police. PSC’s role in these matters is to ensure investigators adhere to all
relevant policies and procedures, and that any deficiencies are identified and addressed.

3.16 IBAC oversight of the Victoria Police complaints handling and discipline
process
Processes to facilitate IBAC oversight of complaints
IBAC engages in active oversight at various stages of the Victoria Police complaints and discipline
process. This includes IBAC receiving automated electronic notifications of all complaints at the point
of classification, along with additional notifications for assessment of protected disclosures.
Victoria Police facilitates IBAC access to any Victoria Police IT system which may assist in its oversight
function. All such accesses are recorded to ensure compliance with the management and security of
law enforcement data.
IBAC can review complaints at any stage of an investigation. When a complaint is referred to Victoria
Police for investigation pursuant to s 73 IBAC Act, IBAC may request review at any time. Reviews are
most commonly arranged by IBAC making a request for information directed to the PSC
Superintendent, Conduct and Professional Standards Division or the Protected Disclosure
Coordinator.
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Enhancing Victoria Police reports to IBAC for s 169 compliance
As noted above, PSC provides IBAC with automated reports of complaints directly from ROCSID.
Earlier this year, notifications to IBAC from ROCSID were widened to include all LMR and MIM files,
as well as preliminary investigation and oversight files. However, Victoria Police acknowledges that
these reports have been inadequate in terms of complying with the specific requirements as laid out
in s 169 Victoria Police Act 2013 and also in Regulation 61 Victoria Police Regulations 2014.
In recent months PSC have been meeting with IBAC staff to address this issue and work continues, to
produce a better, specific report and improve the systems around how these reports may best be
provided. The reporting format is intended to meet legislative requirements, however some further
fine tuning is required before Victoria Police can ensure that matters reported to IBAC are fully
within scope of s 169. This work will be finalised shortly, enabling IBAC to have visibility of the
totality of complaints received by PSC, in line with Regulation 61.

IBAC audits and systemic reviews and investigations
On an ongoing basis, IBAC undertakes audits and systemic reviews and investigations examining
Victoria Police complaint processes and actions, as well as specific incidents of misconduct and
corrupt behaviour by police officers.65 Through these independent audits, reviews and
investigations, IBAC has played a key role in informing improvements to Victoria Police practice and
assisted us to build capacity to prevent corruption and misconduct.

65

For example, see the various Special reports published by IBAC, available at
<http://www.ibac.vic.gov.au/publications-and-resources#Special%20report>
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4 Enhancing complaints handling, discipline and oversight
4.1 Ensuring a police culture of integrity
Victoria Police considers that in order to develop and sustain a police culture with the highest levels
of ethical standards and integrity, the organisation must administer its own internal complaint
handling and discipline system. Moreover, external independent oversight of this system plays a vital
role in holding Victoria Police to account and building community confidence in the State’s police
service.
Victoria Police has explored options for oversight models and elements of good practice in complaint
handling, discipline and oversight. Victoria Police is now undertaking work to address existing
deficiencies in our internal practice, and has plans for ongoing improvement through stakeholder
consultation.
Victoria Police does not resile from its responsibility to maintain a police culture that is one of
respect and professionalism with a focus on the protection of human rights. This responsibility can
only reside with Victoria Police and requires our close attention and commitment. At the same time,
independent oversight of this system will ensure Victoria Police is an accountable policing
organisation that is open to recommendations for change and improvement.

4.2 Models for the investigation and oversight of police
In 2017, as part of an ongoing initiative for internal reform led by PSC, Victoria Police reviewed
extant literature to identify best practice in police complaints, discipline and oversight models.
Through this review, a wide range of models were examined within Australia and internationally.
Victoria Police determined that whilst no individual model is identified in the literature as ‘best
practice’, it is clear that models for investigation and oversight of police misconduct must be
developed in a manner that meets the specific needs for individual jurisdictions.
In 2014, a meta-analysis was undertaken examining models for police oversight and investigations.66
This analysis identified that models of police oversight exist on a spectrum, with a complete absence
of external oversight at one end, and civilian bodies investigating police with additional civilian
oversight at the other. The researchers concluded that:

66

Murphy, Dr Christopher and McKenna, Paul, Police investigating police: A critical analysis of the literature
Civilian Review and complaints Commission of the RCMP 25 May 2014) 15-26 <https://www.crccccetp.gc.ca/en/police-investigating-police-critical-analysis-literature>
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… analysis of existing academic and policy literature suggests that there is a discernible trend
away from traditional PIP (police investigating police) models in Canada and other
jurisdictions. This trend seeks to move beyond police control of the investigative and
adjudicative processes toward more direct and expansive civilian involvement in the
investigation of complaints against police as well as the adjudication of outcomes… It would
seem that the issue is no longer whether civilian review is desirable or possible but how
civilian involvement in the investigation and disciplinary process can be most effective in
satisfying public accountability while also obtaining the police cooperation necessary for
good internal investigations…67
Through this research strengths and weaknesses were identified in models at all points on the
spectrum.68 However, whilst a single best practice model cannot be identified, those at the centre of
the spectrum appear to most effectively support police organisations to oversee and manage the
integrity of their culture while ensuring active, independent and engaged external oversight:
The trend to a new kind of police accountability… that emphasizes internal compliance and
risk management is seen as being ultimately more effective than standard external civilian
review of PIP (police investigating police) investigations.
Review of the research also suggest that calls for "civilian-based investigation and review
models" while appealing in theory need to be tempered by a realistic appreciation of the
necessity of enlisting police cooperation and involvement… review models should reinforce
and not undermine police responsibility and ability to govern their own behaviour. Thus the
promotion of hybrid police/civilian investigative and review models that recognize a
legitimate but limited role for police in the investigation and review process and combine it
with vigorous civilian oversight and investigation is advocated.
Consequently, our reading of the literature suggests that the future role of the police in the
investigative and review process lies in encouraging more effective internal self-governance
and accountability while also developing more powerful but collaborative civilian oversight
and investigative models. To be effective these models must be able to address legitimate
police concerns about informed and fair investigations of their activities while also ensuring
that the public interest and legal rights are protected and that ultimately police
organizations, like all public institutions, are accountable to law and public opinion.69
Examination of the current Victorian oversight model reveals it is situated in the middle of the
spectrum, precisely where a balance can be struck between police investigating police and external
oversight. Achieving and maintaining a balance between an internal discipline system and external
oversight is key to achieving higher levels of both ethical police conduct and public accountability.

67

Murphy, Dr Christopher and McKenna, Paul, Police investigating police: A critical analysis of the literature
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4.3 Good practice for police complaints handling, discipline and oversight
Victoria Police has identified important features which will inform a framework of good practice to
govern, guide and support any complaints handling and discipline system, including external
oversight. This work will inform the design of Victoria Police’s new simplified and streamlined
complaints and discipline system. With an emphasis on human rights, accountability, trust and
independence, the purpose of this new system will be to rectify the shortfalls we have identified,
which includes our consideration of submissions made by others to this Inquiry, of the existing
processes. We intend these reforms will achieve the outcomes of increased police integrity and
community confidence in Victoria Police. Good practice in this regard will also enable the effective
external oversight of systems and processes within the context of the existing oversight model.
Some features of good practice identified by Victoria Police at this stage are set out in Table 1,
below. Victoria Police will be consulting with stakeholders to build on this framework for good
practice in a Victorian context.
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Police investigating police – independence, conflicts of interest and good practice
Victoria Police notes that a number of submissions made to this Inquiry propose that police
investigating police in response to complaints and allegations of misconduct, presents an inherent
conflict of interest. They therefore suggest that the only model that can deliver best practice in
Victoria is one that sits at the end of the spectrum where all complaints are received and
investigated by a body that is separate from Victoria Police. The Police Ombudsman of Northern
Ireland (PONI) is one example where such a model is in operation.70
Whilst acknowledging the concerns expressed to the Inquiry through these submissions, Victoria
Police emphasises the need to achieve balance between the pursuit of independence and the
imperative that the organisation maintains stewardship of police standards and culture. Police
investigating police is an important way of building capacity and inculcating in the organisation’s
culture a clear sense of right and wrong. This necessary balance can be achieved through effective
and proactive internal governance of complaints management and investigations. To ensure
independence, risk assessments must be undertaken, and conflicts of interest, real and perceived,
must be declared and managed. Moreover, oversight of proper compliance with these governance
processes must be able to be undertaken with rigour by an external oversight organisation. Victoria
Police is confident this can be achieved within the current Victorian oversight model.
Victoria Police has demonstrated its ability and willingness to charge police officers and PSOs with
serious criminal offences including murder. For example, in 2015 a police officer was charged with
murder following a shooting during a traffic stop in Windsor. The investigation of crime, serious
misconduct and corruption calls upon unique policing skills and expertise which can only be
developed through police training and practice. These areas of expertise include the management of
crime scenes, forensic examination of exhibits, preparing evidence for court and other hearings,
public safety, community reassurance and the application of law in these situations. Victoria Police is
in the best position to ensure best practice in investigations with oversight. This function plays an
important and critical part in enabling the organisation to take responsibility for crime and
misconduct by police officers and PSOs adding further weight and evidence in support of the current
hybrid model.

Compliance with the Charter
Victoria Police agrees with those submissions made to this Inquiry which highlight human rights
principles as the necessary foundation to any police complaints handling and discipline system.
Moreover, Victoria Police believes the Victorian Charter must permeate all aspects of police
complaints handling and discipline processes. Along with the Charter, the Victims’ Charter Act 2006
provides clear and decisive direction for the handling of all complaints against police in a manner
that protects human rights, including through the design and development of policy and internal
rules. For implementation, leadership and good governance will play a vital role in helping ensure
that human rights principles are embraced and referred to throughout the process. Victoria Police
has and will pay close attention to these features of good practice when developing new policies,
processes and practice for complaints handling and discipline.
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4.4 Modernising the complaint handling and discipline system at Victoria
Police
Victoria Police has been working towards reform of our complaints handling and discipline system. In
addition to meeting various recommendations within OPI and other reports, Victoria Police is
seeking to modernize the system drawing on independent research, previous reviews and more
recently, submissions made to this Inquiry.

Complexity as a key challenge to achieving good practice
Victoria Police’s experience is that complexity in our current complaint handling and discipline
system is a barrier to the development of good practice. Complexity significantly inhibits the ability
of Victoria Police to deliver transparency and accountability in responding to complaints. This in turn
has had a negative impact on achieving appropriate and effective outcomes. This complexity is also a
barrier to good practice in the oversight of misconduct and corruption matters by IBAC.
A 2007 OPI report stated that ‘…Victoria Police must prioritise streamlining its systems. Where new
systems or policies are introduced they should replace and simplify what was there before, not add
to the existing complexity…’.71 This issue was reiterated in a subsequent report from the OPI. 72, and
recognised again more recently by VEOHRC in their report, Independent Review into sex
discrimination and sexual harassment, including predatory behaviour in Victoria Police –
recommendation 20 from that report proposed that Victoria Police implement previous OPI
recommendations in this regard.73
Despite attempts at reform, complexity has not been effectively addressed to date. However, this
barrier to good practice will now be addressed through a full system review to ensure it is easy to
navigate, streamlined and transparent.
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A new approach to complaint handling and discipline at Victoria Police
Reforms to the complaint handling and discipline system are pending. Features of this new system
will include:
Simplified policies and
procedures

To address complexity and ensure the complaints handling and
discipline system is clear and accessible to all stakeholders. The new
system will be informed by a single, simplified policy instrument.

All complaints captured

All complaints received across Victoria Police will be recorded and
centrally administered to support appropriate governance and
oversight. Complaints will be monitored and analysed to identify
emerging issues and trends for individual employees, work units and
the organisation more broadly.

Victim-focussed

Complainants will be supported and engaged throughout the
complaint process, in line with the Victim’s Charter Act 2006.

Streamlined complaint
classification and
management

Existing complaint classifications will be reduced from eleven to three
options: criminal, misconduct or performance. This new approach will
support the correct characterisation of complaints, adequacy of
investigations and pursuit of outcomes that are proportionate and
resolution-focussed.

Timeliness

Following initial receipt and triage, all complaints will be reviewed
within seven days to set direction for the required response and
outcomes, with the intention of resolving all complaints in a timely
manner.

4.5 Need for legislative reform
Victoria Police has identified a number of areas where legislative change will enable us to better deal
with misconduct.
At present, there is no legislative clarity regarding the ability of Victoria Police to commence
disciplinary action against a police officer or PSO where the conduct in question is subject to criminal
charges. Whilst legal advice suggests this can be done under current legislative provisions, without
the clear articulation of powers in this regard, Victoria Police has not pursued this course of action.
This has been an impediment to the timely removal of unsuitable employees. A change to legislation
to specifically allow Victoria Police to address misconduct which is also criminal will allow the
community to be confident that only those who are most suitable are serving police officers and
PSOs.
Further, the existing provisions relating to dismissal, demotion and transfer of police officers and
PSOs for incapacity on other than medical grounds are outdated and require amendment. This will
support a more contemporary, show cause based approach to dismissal, demotion or transfer for
persistent poor performance, incompetence or other breaches of the employment contract (such as
failing to turn up to work, wilful failure to follow reasonable direction from the employer).
Victoria Police is committed to collaborating with The Police Association to develop an approach
which takes account of their input in relation to these reforms.
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4.6 Further plans for reform
Victoria Police is pursuing a number of broader reforms to support the effective operation of the
complaints handling and discipline system. In particular, Victoria Police plans to develop the
following:







Police Professional Code of Conduct – Victoria Police will develop a professional code of
conduct through close consultation with police officers and PSOs, along with the PRSB, VEOHRC
and community stakeholders. This code will provide a public commitment to professional
conduct and service delivery by Victoria Police.
Framework for disciplinary decision-making – This framework will be developed in consultation
with internal and community stakeholders. The PRSB has offered to facilitate this engagement
process. The framework will provide guidance to all parties to disciplinary matters, and will assist
complainants and the community to better understand disciplinary actions and outcomes.
Good practice systems for complaint receipt and management – Victoria Police will consult
with other complaint-handling bodies, including VEOHRC and the Victorian Ombudsman, to
obtain guidance on implementing better practice for receiving and responding to complaints.
A new policy framework for Victoria Police employee conflicts of interest – Victoria Police is
currently undertaking a review to bring all employee activities and conduct that might raise
issues of conflict – work-related actions as well as gifts and benefits, secondary employment and
outside interests and declarable associations - under a single policy framework.

As has been identified previously in this submission, for the Victoria Police complaints handling and
discipline system to engender complainant and community confidence, it must have at its
foundations a focus on complainant needs and external accountability. Our commitment to the
Victims’ Charter must be front and centre, and performance readily measured around this. Victoria
police will consider implementing customer satisfaction surveys and look for increased complaints
from third party advocates to IBAC, as two of many ways to identify confidence or otherwise in our
processes. Moreover, the system must reflect the organisation’s commitment to delivering a
proactive internal reporting culture, measured by internal complaints and the health of the
workforce reflected in feedback such as through the People Matter Survey.74
As part of working to achieve these objectives, Victoria Police wishes to engage in stakeholder
consultations that ensure the needs and views of the community are addressed through proposed
improvements to the system. In this regard, Victoria Police is looking to engage with stakeholders
including the PRSB, VEOHRC, the Victorian Ombudsman and community legal centre advocates, as
we embark on these further plans to improve our complaints handling and discipline processes and
practice.
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The People Matter Survey is a public sector employee opinion survey run by the Victorian Public Sector
Commission. The survey gives employees the opportunity to express their views on how our shared public
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5 Conclusion
Through this Inquiry, the Committee is seeking to identify options to enhance the oversight and
investigation of police corruption and misconduct in Victoria, and the Committee has received
numerous submissions by which stakeholders have articulated various suggestions in this regard.
These suggestions include proposed improvements to the oversight model as well as to the Victoria
Police complaints handling and discipline system which IBAC oversees. With regard to oversight
systems, Victoria Police has explored possible alternative models but has not identified any that
represent agreed best practice. This has much to do with policing functions and oversight
arrangements being necessarily unique to each jurisdiction.
Despite the absence of a model that represents universal best practice, it appears that the oversight
model which is the subject of this Inquiry - police investigating police with external public oversight is the most appropriate and effective in a Victorian context. It brings a balance between Victoria
Police taking responsibility for complaint handling, discipline and ethical leadership whilst also
facilitating oversight and scrutiny for the delivery of independent, fair and victim-focussed
investigations and outcomes. Many of the submissions call for changes to the oversight model which
would effectively remove or diminish Victoria Police’s role in building and sustaining a culture of
integrity through the management of a complaints handling and discipline system. Victoria Police is
clear that ensuring the ethical conduct and integrity of our employees is not something we can or
should outsource to an external agency. The delivery of an effective complaints response and taking
action to investigate and militate against misconduct and corruption must be integral to our day to
day work. These actions must be interwoven with our responsibility to ensure the provision of an
effective and ethical police service to the community. To achieve this we must take responsibility for
poor service, be that misconduct or under performance. This can best be achieved through an
internal complaints handling and discipline system.
The effectiveness of any police oversight model will be enhanced by a complaints handling and
discipline system which is responsive and designed to meet the needs of victims and the community.
Victoria Police recognises that our existing internal systems are in need of improvement and must be
changed to incorporate important elements of good practice that we have identified, and that have
been highlighted in submissions to this Inquiry.
Whatever oversight arrangements are in place, real and lasting improvements and professional uplift
can only come if Victoria Police takes ownership of our own ethical health: integrity cannot be
imposed from outside, it must come from within. Police officers need to be confident that our
complaints and discipline system effectively identifies wrong doing, facilitates change in behaviour
where appropriate and removes wrongdoers where necessary.
Whilst significant work has been done to make improvements to the existing arrangements, much
work remains to be done before the complaints handling and discipline system achieves all aspects
of good practice. Victoria Police is seeking to implement changes that will enhance processes,
services, and practice that will better enable oversight that protects the public from wrongful acts by
police, promotes the development of the integrity of serving police officers and consequently,
maintains public confidence in policing.
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